LCPD Technology Committee
Minutes of Meeting - October 9, 2018
https://portal.lcpdnola.org.

6:30 pm - Roll Call
In attendance: Ralph Schindler, Reid Raymond, Nancy Lytle, Brian Anderson, Irene Dowling,
Taylor Oertling and General Public: Craig & Melanie Boudreaux.


Installations pending: Gauchet’s Rockery Gas Station - 722 Robert E Lee; Fleur de Lis
Center - 247 W. Harrison Ave.; Lots of Luck - 203 Homedale St.; NOFD Engine #18 - 773
Harrison Ave.; NOFD Engine #13 - 987 Robert E Lee and Audra & Ed Curry.



Installation not completed: Angie Wuff - Navarre.



Installations completed: Sala and Café Navarre.



Requested Ralph to send a list of cameras to Rene & 3rd District.



Val suggested proactive and reactive responses to crime:
Proactive - Requested Ralph to keep a log of the video footage requests (who, what,
when, where).
Reactive - Item# and police action.



Per Ralph:
- Portal has a place to store request info.
- Cameras are connected to cloud every 24 hours. 32 cameras ($200 - $300).
- Testing 5 cameras. Target is send 10 min videos to cloud, 7 GB a day, 48 MB
(residents), 1080P, 15 frames a second, steady stream.



Goal is to get all cameras backed up to cloud in 30 days:
- Budget is $10 per camera per month (now $2-$3). About $12K is budgeted.
- Onboard storage on a camera is 5 days and not backed up to the cloud.

 What if a package is missing or not delivered?
- Possibly 20th of the month, Ralph can send footage (a link to that day). Problem is most
residents don’t know how to access info so Ralph can send link for that day.


Phase I - Store footage. (Location - day & time frame). Val will create form.
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Phase II - Processing footage (Police #, etc.).



Access Agreement Item 3 - certain inherent risks? Table this discussion for now.
Graham Ryan - Attorney will make next meeting; he is familiar with police procedures.
-What risks are we opening up board to? Residents?



Camera Statistics:
31 offline.
2 offline - but we can access.
1 unresponsive - no ping.
2 abandoned - Canal & 610 east side (2nd house), Argonne & Filmore (one online;
other abandoned).
9 out of service - no internet or tenant.
48 totally installed.



NOPD has ability to clean up blurry license plate footage.



Need to ask Cox to take cap off the residential bandwidth cap for LCPD cameras. Brian
requested Ralph make an appointment with Cox.



Genetec Software - Cloud:
- Distribution line w/local company possible for $300 estimate per camera.
- Meeting w/corporate office to get permission to sell us software.
- Siemens did not want to do that.
- We are going to license each camera.
- Real-Time Crime Center will have access to each camera because of software.
- Reduce our liability if we go to Real-Time Crime Center.



Project NOLA will make a public records request for the locations of LCPD Cameras.

7:30 pm - Meeting adjourned.
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